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To: The Joint Standing Committee on Migration.

A few observations from an employer perspective on the PSWP scheme.

The productivity of our company – horticultural production – has certainly benefitted from the
availability of, in our case, Tongan employees.

Certain procedures ie. market job search, seems a little contrived and time consuming. As a
company, we are generally sufficiently supplied with local employees. We are getting job searchers
coming through the company and people adequately equipped for positions within the company will
get employment in case of vacancies. The job search often reveals repeat applicants who appear to
have to apply for jobs. We realise the sensitive issue this can be.
The add-on skill funding is great, however some of the courses offered are not very conducive for
our employees learning eg eight hours of numeracy and literacy. It provides them with a meal and
the course providers with an income but I would say no lasting benefits for the person attending the
course. The First Aid course on the other hand is helpful – hands on and applicable in the work place
and at home.
A flexible funding model where the $825 is allocated to the person for his or her choosing ( as
practical as possible), would probably be preferable e.g. a chainsaw ticket for our employees, which
would benefit the employee at work and back in their own country.
Money transfer. Western Union money transfers appear to be the preferred method but it is a costly
solution for our employees. Other on-line options are available but more cumbersome. The $825
available for courses could alternatively perhaps – partly – be redirected towards subsidising these
transfers or set up an alternative system?
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